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Abstract—Mobile cloud computing is a key enabling technology
in the era of Internet-of-Things. Geo-distributed mobile cloud
computing (GMCC) is a new scenario that adds geography
consideration in mobile cloud computing. In GMCC, users are
able to access cloud resource that are geographically close to
their mobile devices. This is expected to reduce communications
delay and service providers’ cost compared to the traditional
centralized approach. In this paper, we focus on resource sharing
through cooperation among service providers in geo-distributed
mobile cloud computing. Then, we propose two different s-
trategies for efficient resource cooperation in geographically
distributed data centers. Further, we present a coalition game
theoretical approach to deal with the competition and cooperation
among service providers. Utility functions have been specifically
considered to incorporate the cost related to virtual machine
migration and resource utilization. Illustrative results indicate
that our proposed schemes are able to efficiently utilize limited
resource with Quality-of-Service (QoS) consideration.

Index Terms—Mobile cloud computing, resource management,
cooperation, game theory

I. INTRODUCTION

Geo-distributed mobile cloud computing (GMCC) is an e-
merging paradigm that integrate location information in mobile
cloud computing [1]. In GMCC, users are able to access cloud
storage and computation resource that are geographically close
to their mobile devices [2], [3]. However, vehicles’ high
mobility poses a significant challenge for maintaining a stable
network topology as well as providing reliable resource. In
addition, various applications have different resource require-
ments [4]. Running mobile applications in GMCC needs to
meet multiple resource requirement and latency requirement.
Therefore, considering users’ behavior and geographic infor-
mation will make management strategy of cloud computing
resource more resource-efficient and cost-efficient.

GMCC makes cloud computing concept more than a cluster
of computer devices with unified features. This concept results
in cloud that combines with cloudlet with a number of benefits:
closer to user, lower communications delay [5] and lower data
transmission flow [6]. It keeps the superiority of traditional
cloud computing: providing users to run computation-intensive
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applications which are not easily performed on a resource-
constrained mobile device [7], [8]. GMCC is in particular
beneficial for high-mobility vehicle network where vehicles
commonly have position information at any time. In case of
fast moving vehicles, cost-efficient resource allocation scheme
is very important for location based service, navigation service,
and accident alert [9]. Therefore, it makes resource allocation
more complicated and crucial.

Centralized infrastructure of mobile cloud computing
schemes are well studied in many researches. However, such
centralized data centers may bring several disadvantages, in-
cluding limited resource sharing, high bandwidth for commu-
nications, and long distance to users [10]–[12]. It is envisioned
that mobile cloud computing will gradually develop into dis-
tributed infrastructures, which can satisfy ever-increasing com-
puting requirements for mobile users in a large area [13]. In
this scenario, each data center is mainly responsible for users
nearby. Service providers (SPs) can also take advantage of geo-
diversity to increase revenue and enhance performance [14].
Network topology which includes both geographic information
and connectivity is very significant for cloudlet distribution
and connection. By employing the topology information, cloud
resource allocation can reach global optimization.

Resource refers to a cluster of physical resource and band-
width resource in the traditional cloud framework [15], [16].
Several resource allocation studies employ the centralized
architecture of a data center. The study in [16] proposed a
joint radio and computation resource optimization scheme in a
single base station to minimize the transmission power of mo-
bile devices. The work in [17] developed a dynamic resource
provisioning framework for a multi-objective optimization in
a virtualized computing environment. Computation resource is
virtualized in the server environment which allows resource to
be shared among multiple Virtual Machines (VMs). In [18],
the authors proposed a new online method to place VMs
into physical hosts while minimizing the number of hosts to
reduce cost. However, when data centers are far from mobile
terminals, the users may experience high response delay and
low QoS. The study in [19] investigated the cloud-based
mobile application platform and developed an energy-efficient
scheduling policy for collaborative tasks execution. The study
in [20] presented a new server selection strategy in mobile
clouds in order to reduce services delay and improve services
quality in mobile environments. The results demonstrated that
short distance to data centers results in small bandwidth con-
sumption, short startup delay, and satisfactory service quality.

In this paper, we focus on SPs’ cooperation by resource
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sharing in resource allocation problem. In geo-distributed
mobile cloud computing, the cloud resource and data centers
are geographically distributed over a wide-area network. Thus,
the cooperation can be further classified into two schemes:
the local resource sharing and the remote resource sharing. To
tackle this cooperation problem, we propose a coalition game
theoretical approach based on the resource trading model. As a
consequence, resource sharing and SPs’ cooperation not only
improve the resource utilization to achieve more revenues, but
also increase the VM allocation rate to users. QoS is largely
improved as more and more users that can access the services.
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

• We propose to exploit the cooperation among SPs in GM-
CC in order to significant increase resource utilization.
The resource-rich SPs are encouraged to lease a portion
of their resource to the resource-deficient SPs.

• We formulate the resource cooperation among SPs in the
coalition game theory framework and then we leverage
pricing mechanism and users demand to stimulate the
resource cooperation.

• We optimize the virtual machines migration and resource
allocation to deal with the vehicle mobility. We employ
the graph theory to find the global optimization with high
QoS and satisfying revenues.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Geo-
distributed mobile cloud computing and resource cooperation
are described in Section II. In Section III, we present problem
formulation and analysis. In Section IV, we describe the
proposed coalition game theoretical approach. The coalition
formation scheme and the theoretical proof are given in
Section V. Illustration results are given Section VI. Section
VII concludes the paper.

II. GEO-DISTRIBUTED MOBILE CLOUD COMPUTING AND
RESOURCE COOPERATION

In this section, we first describe the GMCC network ar-
chitecture and then we present the resource cooperation cases
among SPs.

A. GMCC Network

Fig. 1 shows the GMCC network architecture where the
data centers are distributed in each region. The data centers
are mainly responsible for the local applications from mobile
devices (MDs), e.g., vehicles and mobile phones. In traditional
approach, applications highly relay on the capability of mobile
device as application running on a mobile device. However, the
Internet and cloud computing technology break through this
bottleneck and bring more opportunities to portable devices.
By communicating with the roadside units, a vehicle can
access services in the infrastructure-based mobile cloud com-
puting network through wireless network access, e.g, Wireless
Mesh Networks [21], [22]. People can finish the job on cloud
by MDs as long as they can access to cloud resource. Data
center is the core of cloud that it provides computing module
to the application server. Service provider (SP) as the manager
of cloud resource will allocate resource by VM to each user
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Fig. 1: The geo-distributed mobile cloud computing
environment

to running applications. Each data center is responsible for a
certain area to provide timely service response.

Running application in cloud will consume resource from
the application server [23], [24]. Therefore, both radio resource
and computing resource are requested from data centers. Re-
source allocation can be further classified into two kinds. The
local resource allocation is suitable for applications which has
a small traveling radius or high latency requirement service.
The remote resource allocation requires high bandwidth for da-
ta transmission. Thus, it can be employed to the situation when
application requests exceed its capability or users approach
to leaving. VM migration bridges the two kinds of resource
allocation by migrating service to the region it moves toward.
Users can enjoy the local service even when they step to other
region. Resource cooperation tends to balance the extreme
unbalance of SPs resource utilization. In this framework, the
resource cooperation can be performed in the same data center
or among different data centers.

B. Resource Cooperation in GMCC Network

Fig.2 shows the details of resource cooperation. SPs can
provide a certain kind of service and have resource in different
data centers in GMCC network. The three data centers are
located in different regions. More specifically, SP1 rents
resource from data center A and data center B. SP2 rents
resource from data center A and data center C, and SP3 has
resource in data center B and data center C. Actually, there
are many SPs that rent resource in the same data center, and
each SP may have resource from more than two data centers.
It is noticed that the same SPs in different data centers may
have different coefficient of resource utilization. For instance,
SP1 in data center B has a higher coefficient than it has in data
center A. In the same data center, the coefficient of resource
utilization is also different among different SPs. For instance,
SP2 has higher resource utilization than SP3 in data center C.

In the case of non-cooperation, SPs will directly allocate the
resource to user when it has enough resource. Take mobile
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Fig. 2: Resource sharing and cooperation

device 1 (MD1) for example. The application request from
MD1 can be directly allocated with VM on local SP1. VM
is a software platform that resembles the underlying hardware
of physical machine through hardware resource virtualization.
With enough resource, the host physical machine could simul-
taneously operate multiple VMs form different application re-
quirements independently. We consider two kinds of resource
sharing: the local cooperation and the remote cooperation.

1) Remote cooperation: In the remote cooperation, the
resource sharing happens between different data centers. For
instance, MD2 sends the application request to the local
operator SP1 in data center B. Since the local operator runs
at high level of utilization and has few resource to operate
new applications, SP1 may ask for resource sharing from
a remote cooperator, such as SP1 in data center A. The
remote cooperator will evaluate the revenue before it agrees
to establish the remote cooperation.

2) Local cooperation: In the local cooperation, the resource
sharing is between different SPs in the same data center. For
example, SP3 receives the application request from MD3 and
ask SP2 for cooperation to extent the available resource. If SP2

and SP3 can both obtain benefits through working together,
the local coalition is formed by running the application on
device of SP3.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first describe the virtualized framework
of GMCC network and give the definition of 2-layer network
graph. Then, we build the economic model. Finally, we discuss
VM resource allocation.

A. Wireless Network and Data Center

We consider M geographically distributed clouds in differ-
ent regions. The resource in each cloud can be rented by N
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Fig. 3: The graph of the GMCC network

different SPs. One SP can rent long-term reserving resource
from more than one region. SP k in region l is denoted by
SPl

k (k = 1, 2, · · · , N , l = 1, 2, · · · ,M ). The long-term
reserving resource is fixed asset of SPl

k, and denoted by the
maximum capacity of each kind of resource: the CPU resource
(maxCl

k), the memory resource (maxMl
k) and the bandwidth

resource (maxBl
k). The bandwidth resource in mobile network

is radio resource for wireless access. The occupied resource
should satisfied the constrains. SP can extend the capability by
renting short-term resource from other SPs as an on-demand
basis method. The resource requirement from user j can be
denoted as Rj = (k, l, Cj ,Mj , Bj , Tj), which includes the
information of SP k in region l, the required CPU resource
Cj , the required memory resource Mj , the required bandwidth
Bj , and the maximum latency time Tj . Every application has
a specific maximum latency Tj which should not be exceeded
to provide a satisfactory service. The model in this paper
is proposed to take advantages of both long-term reserving
resource and short-term demanding resource. Resource coop-
eration provides a approach for enhancing service capability
and making full use of cloud resource.

The directed 2-layer graph gi = {V,Ei, w} (i = 1, 2) is
employed to describe the resource distribution and relationship
of SPs, as shown in Fig. 3. The set of vertex V denotes all SPs
in the graph [25]. We encode SPl

k from S1 to S12 in the graph
to form a matrix and distinguish them. SPs in the graph are
connected through wired communication. The connected edge
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Ei is proposed for the capability to form an coalition. Weight
w on each edge denotes the difference of resource utilization.
For example, wi,j is the difference of resource utilization of Si
and Sj . If Si rent resource from Sj and wi,j > 0, the utilization
of Si and Sj will come to balance. Therefore, weight can be a
director on balancing the resource allocation in network. The
direction of network may change over time. A 2-layer graph
framework is proposed for different resource sharing. The first
layer represents the CPU resource and memory resource which
can be shared between different data centers. The second layer
is related to bandwidth resource which can only be shared
in the same data center. Thus, the connected edge may be
different in different layers.

The resource sharing in the same data center is denoted
by bold lines in Fig. 3. The local cooperation is based on
the agreement of sharing both physical resource (e.g. CPU
resource or memory resource) and bandwidth resource. For ex-
ample, e1S1,S2

= e2S1,S2
= 1(e1S1,S2

∈ E1, e2S1,S2
∈ E2) means

that SP1
1 and SP2

1 can form cooperation and share the CPU
resource, memory resource and bandwidth resource. If SPs
on the competitive relations or on a high-security conditions,
its will not take the risk of information leakage by running
applications on other SPs devices. e2S1,S3

= e1S1,S3
= 0 shows

that SP1
2 and SP1

3 can not form the resource cooperation.
The lines between different regions show that remote resource
sharing only connects the same SPs, e.g., line e1S3,S6

= 1

between SP1
3 and SP2

3 means that SP1
3 allows the application

running on its remote server SP2
3. The set of SPs V and w

are same in each layer.
The remote cooperation has to consider many factors, such

as the trip of mobile devices, the communications cost and the
resource utilization of local SPs. The difference between the
local and remote resource sharing is significant. If SP1

1 rents
the resource from the remote SPs, such as SP2

1, the revenue
sharing is between the same SP in different regions. In the
local resource sharing, SP1

1 has to pay for renting resource
from cooperator SP1

3. QoS is used to evaluate the service
from SPs. If SP has enough resource according to application
request Rj and finishs tasks within the maximum responsive
time Tj , SP will allocate VM to user j. Otherwise, SP will
refuse the application from user j and drop the application
request Rj . In this paper, QoS Q is evaluated by the ratio of
accepted request nacc and total number of request nreq .

Q =
nacc

nreq
. (1)

B. Economic Model

The payment P j
user from user j at time t is based on

the resource it requests: the CPU resource Cj , the memory
resource Mj , and the bandwidth resource Bj . Thus,

P j
user = (cCj + aMj + bBj)Pr. (2)

Here, Pr is the unit price. c, a, b are the fixed coefficients
of three kinds of resource (CPU resource, memory resource,
bandwidth resource) and satisfy the normalization relationship
c+ a+ b = 1. The information of traveling, e.g., the traveling
destination, the road conditions, and driving behavior, can be

detected and collected by the global positioning system and
recommender systems [26]. Therefore, the information like,
user j departure from region1 to region2, spending time ∆1

j

in region1 and ∆2
j in region2, can be estimated by the GMCC

system.
VM live migration provides a significant benefit for users to

run applications in a mobile environment without disrupting
service. The cost of migration is mainly affected by the size
of memory Mj [27]. In the process of live migration, the
physical memory image is pushed across network to the new
destination while the source VM keeps running. Therefore,
the data of memory will be transmitted several rounds before
VM completes the migration. The total rounds of pre-copying
iteration can be denoted by

n =

⌈
logλ

Mthd

Mj

⌉
< logλ

Mthd

Mj
+ 1, (3)

λ =
rtra
rmem

. (4)

Here, Mthd is the threshold value of the remaining dirty
memory. rtra is memory transmission rate during migration,
and rmem is memory dirtying rate. Let λ denote the ratio of
rtra to rmem. According to [27], the migration latency Tm

can be denoted by

Tm =
Mj

rtra
· 1− λn+1

1− λ
<

1

rtra
· Mj − λ2Vthd

1− λ
. (5)

The energy for migration can be represented as

Emig = EbTmrtra = Eb ·
Mj − λ2Vthd

1− λ
, (6)

where Eb is unit energy for migration. The cost for migration
Cj

mig is charged by the consumed energy and data transmis-
sion.

Cj
mig = Emigκ+ Cbdwdj , (7)

where κ is a constant for energy payment. Cbdw is the unit cost
for wired transmission. dj is the distance of wired transmission
for application Rj . The cost of wireless transmission is not
included in the migration progress. The cost for running
application Rj is represented as

Cj
app = (cCj + aMj + bBj)Cope + Cbdwdj , (8)

where Cope is the unit cost for running application. We have
Pr > Cope, because the payment from user need to cover the
cost for running application. The cost for renting resource w
from other SPs can be denoted as

Crent
j(w) = (cCj + aMj + bBj)Prent(w), (9)

Prent(w) = Ω(1 + µw). (10)

Prent(w) is the payment for renting resource to cooperator.
Some SPs who have a plenty of unoccupied resource, can
improve utilization by setting an approprately leasing price.
Leasing price is closely related to the resource utilization by
w. Ω and µ are constants. Moreover, the payment would fulfill
the constrain of Cope < Prent < Pr. We assume that the
GMCC network will not charge any extra for cooperation.
Thus, the revenue of the cooperator can be denoted by
Rj(w) = Crent

j(w).
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C. Several Cases Revenue Model

The local cooperation and remote cooperation will have
many possibilities if involves multiple tasks situation. In this
paper, we assume that one application from user will be
allocated one VM. Thus, a resource cooperation group for
one application only involves two SPs to finish the task.
According to Fig.4, VM allocation has three choices: on the
local operator, on the local cooperator, or on the remote
cooperator. Each choice exists many possible cooperation
groups. We classify this possibility into four different cases,
and its revenues are γj ∈ {γ1

j , γ
2
j , γ

3
j , γ

4
j } independently. γj

is the revenue of the choosing case in this four cases. SP will
make decision right after receiving a request. The decision will
take consideration of vehicle j traveling trace and two time
slots at most. The time slot is the duration that spending on one
region in a trip. If vehicle will go through two region and drive
to the third region, it can make a new decision in the second
region. Then, combining with current state of network, we aim
to find the case with the highest revenue as the decision.

User j sends the request Rj = (k, l, Cj ,Mj , Bj , Tj) to
local operator SPl

k at the beginning of the trip in region l.
Therefore, SPl

k will allocate VM to user j if resource is
enough. Otherwise, SPl

k can rent resource from the remote
cooperator SPl′

k or from the local cooperator SPl
k′ by em-

ploying the cooperator’s equipments to allocate VM. When it
arrives region l′ after ∆1

j , SPl′

k becomes the local operator,
and SPl

k is the remote cooperator during ∆2
j . The traveling

time duration ∆j is the sum of time slots ∆1
j and ∆2

j .

∆j = ∆1
j +∆2

j . (11)

Case 1: SPl
k firstly allocates VM to user j. When user j

comes to region l′, this VM will be migrated to region l′ and
running on SP l′

k during ∆2
j . Therefore, the revenue of SP 1

1

can be denoted by

γ1
j = P j

user∆
1
j − Cj

app∆
1
j − Cj

migTm. (12)

Case 2: Running application j in the local operator SPl
k

for the traveling duration ∆j . The revenue of SPl
k is γ2

j .

γ2
j = P j

user∆j − C1
app∆j − Cbdwdj∆

2
j . (13)

Case 1 and Case 2 are denoted on the directed line in Fig.
4, are both allocating resource on the local operator SPl

k in
∆1

j . The difference is that Case 1 will migrate the VM to the
local operator SPl′

k when the location changes, while Case 2
will not.

Case 3: When SPl
k is on a high level of utility, it will rent

resource from SPl
k′ in the same data center to run application

j. In local cooperation, the revenue of SPl
k, and SPl

k′ can be
denoted as γ3

j and γ3′

j respectively.

γ3
j = P j

user∆
1
j − Cj

app∆
2
j − P j

rent(w)∆
1
j − Cj

migTm, (14)

γ3′

j = Cj
rent(w)∆

1
j − Cj

app∆
1
j . (15)

Case 4: In the remote cooperation, we suppose that the next
station of user j is region l′. Therefore, running application
j on SPl′

k will reduce the cost for migration but increase the
cost for data transmission. The revenue of SPl

k and SPl′

k are
γ4
j and γ4′

j respectively.

γ4
j = P j′

user∆j − Cj
app∆

2
j − P j

rent(w)∆
1
j

−Cbdwdj∆
1
j ,

(16)

γ4′

j = P j
rent(w)∆

1
j − Cj

app∆
1
j . (17)

Moreover, the line from SPl′

k to SPl
k or from SPl

k′ to SP l
k are

not exist. Because SPl
k will only form the cooperation in SP l

k

busy hours, there is no need for VM to migrate back to the
original cooperator when user j comes to the second region. If
the remote cooperator is a different SP, e.g., SP l′

k′ , SPl
k has to

pay for the migration cost. The revenue of SPl
k is γ4′′

j , given
by

γ4′′

j = P j
user∆

1
j − Cj

app∆
2
j − P j

rent(w)∆
1
j

−Cbdwdj∆
1
j − Cj

migTm.
(18)

By comparing (16) with (18), or (14) with (18), SPl′

k′ is not
included in a possible choice since the cooperation will be
costly for data transmission and VM migration.

IV. COALITION GAME THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Utility Function

SP intends to improve the revenue through the cooperation
by increasing the utility of resource. However, resource over-
utilization may reduce QoS. In this paper, the utility func-
tion of SPs involves two parts: revenue and penalty. Over-
utilization means that the utilization of resource is at a very
high level, and has few left for newcomers. In this case, SP
will refuse applications from newcomers until it has enough
resource. The penalty is to avoid resource over-utilization.
Furthermore, SP will both lose revenues and decrease QoS.
The penalty function ϑl

k of SPl
k is an upward curve.

ϑl
k = υ(ρlk)

o, (19)

ρk
l =

1

3
(

Ck
l

maxCk
l
+

Mk
l

maxMl
k

+
Bk

l

maxBk
l
), (20)
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where ρlk is the utilization of SPl
k. υ and o are the indexes

of penalty, and o ≥ 2 [28], [29]. Here, we employ o = 3.
The weight of edge wij denotes the average difference of
utilization.

wij =

{
−ρi−ρj

ρ , ifwij ≥ 0,

0, ifwij < 0.
(21)

ρ =
1

m

m∑
i=1

ρi, (22)

where ρl is average coefficient of utilization. If wij is the
weight of edge between different regions, m is the number of
regions where Si has resource. If wij is the weight of edge in
the same region, m is the number of SPs in region l. If weight
is less than zero, resource sharing will violate the market rule
and break the balance of the GMCC network. Because, SP
with small utilization will lease resource to SP with larger
utilization.

The utility function of SPl
k (U l

k) is evaluated by the revenues
from all applications. We firstly calculate the utility of appli-
cation j, U l

k,j , by making the difference between the utility
before and after SPl

k accepting application j.

U l
k,j = γj − υ[(ρl

′

k )
o − (ρlk)

o], (23)

U l
k =

m∑
j=1

U l
k,j

=
m∑
j=1

γj − υ(ρlk)
o.

(24)

Here, ρl
′

k is the utilization of SPl
k before accepting application

j, and ρlk is the utilization of SPl
k after accepting application

j. All SPs are trying to maximize utility in order to maintain
high QoS while improving the revenue. Therefore, in cloud
market, the objective function of SPl

k can be presented as

max. U l
k =

m∑
j=1

γj − υ(ρlk)
o

s.t.
m∑
j=1

Cj ≤ maxCl
k,

m∑
j=1

Mj ≤ maxMl
k,

m∑
j=1

Bj ≤ maxBl
k.

(25)

B. Coalition Game

To increase the available resource for mobile applications
and maximize the revenue, SPs can share their resource by
cooperation in the coalition game. Such as SP in a different
region is an independent player, thus, the GMCC environment
will be partitioned by G = {G1, G2, · · · , Gl}. Before the
coalition is created, we have G = SP = {S1, ...,SN}, which
means that all SPs work alone and have no cooperation at
the beginning. When application Rj = (k, l, Cj ,Mj , Bj , Tj)
comes, user j will send request to local SPl

k and wait
for answer. From the section of case study, there are three
possibilities to run application. Case 1 and Case 2 are both

the way that running application without coalition (the case
of non-cooperation) since the resource is allocated by local
operator SPl

k. we calculate the revenues in (12) and (13). Then,
the added utility γ∗

j of SPl
k is the lager one in this two cases.

The utility of SPl
k after accepting application j is U l

k.

γ∗
j =

{
γ1
j

γ2
j

if,∆2
j < ∆1

j ,

if,∆2
j > ∆1

j ,C
j
migTm>Cbdwdj∆

2
j .

(26)

U l
k =

m∑
i=1,i̸=j

γi + γ∗
j − υ(ρlk)

o, (27)

here, γi is the revenue from other applications running on
SPl

k. The utility of SPl
k before application j coming can be

represented as

U l′

k =
m∑

i=1,i ̸=j

γi − υ(ρl
′

k )
o, (28)

ρl
′

k = ρlk − δ, (29)

where ρl
′

k and ρlk represent the resource utilization before and
after the coalition respectively. δ is the added workload from
application Rj . If U l′

k > U l
k, SPl

k can improve the utility
through coalition.

γ∗
j − υ(ρlk)

o < −υ(ρl
′

k )
o, (30)

γ∗
j < υ[(ρlk)

o − (ρl
′

k )
o]. (31)

Therefore, (31) is the condition that SPl
k will agree to merge

into coalition with SPs in remote cloud.
We assume that the remote cooperator in Case 4 is SP r

k .
According to (15), the utility of SP r

k after accepting applica-
tion Rj is Ur

k .

Ur
k =

m∑
i=1,i̸=j

γi + γ4
j − υ(ρrk)

o, (32)

where, ρrk is the resource utilization of SP r
k after joining

coalition. γi is the revenue from other applications which
running on SP r

k . Therefore, the utility of SP r′

k before coalition
is

Ur′

k =
m∑

i=1,i ̸=j

γi − υ(ρr
′

k )o, (33)

ρr
′

k = ρrk − δ. (34)

For SP r
k , the condition of joining the coalition is based on it’s

utility improvement. Therefore, the condition is Ur′

k < Ur
k , and

given by

γ4
j > υ[(ρrk)

o − (ρr
′

k )o]. (35)

In Case 3, SPl
k will rent resource from a local cooperator to

run applications. The utility of SPl
k before local cooperation
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U l
k is given in (27). The utility after local coalition U l′

k is
obtained by (14).

U l
k =

m∑
i=1,i ̸=j

γi + γ∗
j − υ(ρlk)

o, (36)

U l′

k =
m∑

i=1,i ̸=j

γi + γ3
j − υ(ρl

′

k )
o. (37)

If SPl
k can improve the utility through local cooperation and

U l′

k > U l
k, SPl

k will send cooperation request to a local SP.

γ∗
j − υ(ρlk)

o < γ3
j − υ(ρl

′

k )
o, (38)

γ∗
j − γ3

j < υ[(ρlk)
o − (ρl

′

k )
o]. (39)

If the local cooperator is SPl
q , the utility before and after local

coalition are denoted as U l
q and U l′

q respectively. According
to (15), we have

U l
q =

m∑
i=1,i̸=j

γi − υ(ρlq)
o, (40)

U l′

q =

m∑
i=1,i ̸=j

γi + γ3′

j − υ(ρl
′

q )
o, (41)

ρl
′

q = ρlq − δ. (42)

The condition that SPl
q is willing to cooperate with SPl

k is
U l′

q > U l
q . Thus, we have

υ(ρlq)
o < γ3′

j − υ(ρl
′

q )
o, (43)

γ3′

j > υ[(ρl
′

q )
o − (ρlq)

o]. (44)

Therefore, (39) and (44) are the conditions of local coalition.

V. PARETO OPTIMALITY AND STABILITY

A. Pareto Optimality

In a coalition game, SPs prefer to run applications with high
utility. There are several possible operations: i) an individual
SP would like to join a coalition if its utility can be improved
in the coalition; ii) If SP k in coalition A finds out that join
coalition B will obtain more utility than before, SP k would
like to leave A and join B. iii) If SP k in coalition A find
out that leaving coalition will achieve more utility, SP k will
leave the coalition and work alone. We employ an effective
mechanism, namely merge-and-split, to derive the coalition
game stable formation. In the merge-and-split mechanism,
Pareto optimality is used as the criterion of the operation of
the players.

Definition 1: Consider two sets of coalitions G1 = {G1
1,

G1
2, · · · , G1

l } and G2 = {G2
1, G

2
2, · · · , G2

m}, which are two
different partitions of a same set G ⊂ S . For a player SPi,
let uk(SPi) denote the utility of SPi in the coalition Gk (k =
1, 2). The coalition G1 is preferred over G2 by Pareto order,
denoted by G1 ◃ G2, if and only if

u1(SPi) ≥ u2(SPi), ∀SPi ∈ S ′,

with at least an inequality for a player SPk.
(45)

Following the criterion of Pareto order, the players will be
reorganized so that the coalitions are reformed for improving
the utilities. This procedure usually takes many rounds. In
each round, all the coalitions would be involved so that their
utilities can increase. This shows that the reorganization of
coalitions is naturally a global operation. In order to facilitate
the procedure, we decouple the global operation by a number
of distributed operations using the following two fundamental
rules.

• Merge: For any set of coalitions {G1, · · · , Gl}, if
{
∪l

j=1 Gj}◃{G1, · · · , Gl}, then merge {G1, · · · , Gl} to
{
∪l

j=1 Gj}, denoted by {G1, · · · , Gl} → {
∪l

j=1 Gj}.
• Split: For any coalitions U l

j=1Gj , if {G1, · · · , Gl} ◃

{
∪l

j=1 Gj}, then split {
∪l

j=1 Gj} into {G1, · · · , Gk},
denoted by {

∪l
j=1 Gj} → {G1, · · · , Gk}.

By using these rules of merge-and-split, SPs are allowed to
negotiate and constitute the coalitions. So the globally Pareto-
optimal collection of coalitions can be consolidated gradually.

B. Strategy for Coalition Formation

For any application, the decision of merge and split is a
distributed operation. It will not be affected by time and place
unless the decision is canceled by SPs. For decision making,
a control system will evaluate all the potential cases and
choose the best one as the result. The result should follow the
maximum latency constraint. In order to narrow the searching
space of a coalition game and improve computation efficiency,
we propose the two main stages to find out the solution for
user j.

1) Stage 1: After receiving application requests from user
j, the GMCC system will refresh the network parameters, such
as weight of each edge, utilization coefficient. A base station
will calculate the revenue in four cases and get the utility of
three states: non-cooperation, remote coalition, local coalition.

2) Stage 2: The entire procedure of coalition formation has
four main steps.

• Step 1: Decide whether SPl
k needs to rent resource to run

application Rj by (31). If (31) is false, the application Rj

will be running on SPl
k. It is the state of non-cooperation.

Otherwise, go to step 2.
• Step 2: SPl

k will send the cooperation request to SP in
the next station of user j, such as SP r

k . SP r
k will make

the cooperation decision according to (35). If condition
is fulfilled and the latency constraint is satisfied, the
remote coalition between SPl

k and SP r
k is established.

Otherwise, SP l
k will remain in it state. Go to step 3.

• Step 3: Find the connected SPs in the same region with
maximized weight of edge, e.g., SPl

q . If (39) and (44)
are simultaneously satisfied and the latency constraint is
fulfilled, go to step 4. Otherwise, go to step 5.

• Step 4: If SPl
k has already in a coalition, it will split

from the former coalition. Then, SPl
k will form the local

coalition with SP l
q .

• Step 5: The GMCC system will refuse application Rj .
Then, user j will resend the application after a time
interval.
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C. Scheme for Resource Allocation and Scheduling

In this section, we mainly discuss the stability and conver-
gence of the proposed strategy of coalition formation. We use
Pareto-optimal Dc-stable partition to demonstrate the stability
of coalition according to [30].

Definition 1 : A collection of coalitions S := {S1, ..., Sk}
is said to be Dc-stable if it satisfies two conditions:

(a) i ∈ {1, ..., k} and for each partition {P1, ..., Pl} of the

coalition Gi: u(Gi) ≥
l∑

j=1

u(SPj).

(b) S ⊆ {1, ..., k}:
∑
j∈S

u(Gi) ≥ u(∪i∈TGi).

Theorem 1 : The final coalition formation under the pro-
posed strategy can be Dc-stable [31].

Proof : We first consider condition (a). In the final coalition
set G = {G1

1, G
1
2, · · · , G1

l }, we assume that SPi is included
in the coalition Gk, SPi ∈ Gk. However, if SPi can obtain a
higher utility by working alone, or joining other coalitions Gl,
condition (a) will be violated. Therefore, according to split-
and-merge rules, SPi will leave from the current coalition Gk.
Thus, coalition Gk will not exist. The coalition formations
in G are unstable and can not be the final coalition set.
Therefore, condition (a) must be satisfied for any stable
coalition generated under the proposed strategy.

For condition (b), we consider the situation in the same
final coalition set G = {G1

1, G
1
2, · · · , G1

l }. If coalition Gk can
obtain a higher utility when it combines with other SPs and
come into a larger coalition G′

k(Gk ⊆ G′
k), The Gk will merge

into G′
k, such that u(Gk) < u(G′

k). G can not be the final
coalition set for the same reason. Thus, for stable formation
of the final coalition set, condition (b) needs to be satisfied.

In this scenario, we only consider resource cooperation of
one VM at one time. Therefore, one coalition only has two
members and it can not further merge into a larger coalition.
Different VMs are independent at the coalition formation
progress. In summary, conditions (a) and (b) will both involve
into the final coalition set in order to ensure the stability of
the final result.

Theorem 2 : In Theorem1, the final coalition formation is
Dc-stable. Therefore, if this partition exists and is stable on
the final coalition set, the Pareto optimal solution will be the
only one stable solution.

Proof : We assume that there are exist two different optimal
solutions simultaneously. In the first solution, SPi cooperates
with SPj into a coalition Gk, SPi,SPj ⊆ Gk, and SPl in the
coalition of working alone. According to the rule of merge-
and-split, SPi can improve utility through cooperating with
SPj more than with SPl. In the second solution, SPi merges
with SPl and SPj works alone. According to the rule of
merge-and-split, SPi will finally work with someone whom
can improve its utility at most. Therefore, this two solution
are violated. In other words, the Pareto optimal one is only
stable situation.

Theorem 3 : In the remote coalition, we only need to
consider SP in the next station.

Proof : If SPs in the next station is available for cooperation,
it will save the cost for migration than other remote SPs
in elsewhere, according to (16) and (18). Otherwise, the

local coalition can obtain more revenue than the remote by
comparing (14) with (18). Therefore, in the step 2 of second
stage, we only consider SP in the next station as the remote
cooperator.

Theorem 4 : In the local coalition, if SPl
q (the vertex with

largest weight of edge) turns down the cooperation request
from SPl

k, other connected SPs will refuse it too. In other
words, because if SPl

q can not improve the utility through
joining the local coalition, SPs with smaller weights of edge
will obtain an negative utility from coalition. Therefore, we
narrow the searching range of cooperator by only asking the
SP with the largest weight, such as SPl

q .
Proof: We assume that SPl

q and SPl
s are the potential

cooperators of SPl
k. w and w′ are the weigh of edges from SPl

k

to SPl
q and from SPl

k to SPl
s respectively, w > w′. According

to (18), we have ρlq < ρls.

ρl
′

q = ρlq + δ, (46)

ρl
′

s = ρls + δ, (47)

where δ is the added workload of running application Rj .
The condition of SPl

q refusing cooperation request can be
calculated from (44).

γ3′

j < υ[(ρl
′

q )
o − (ρlq)

o], (48)

υ[(ρl
′

q )
o − (ρlq)

o] = (ρl
′

q − ρlq)
o∑

i=1

[(ρl
′

q )
o−i

(ρlq)
i−1

]

= δ
o∑

i=1

[(ρl
′

q )
o−i

(ρlq)
i−1

]

< υ[(ρl
′

s )
o − (ρls)

o].

(49)

Ω(1 + µw′) < Ω(1 + µw). (50)

Here, γ3′

j is the revenue of SPl
q which can be obtained from

(15). Therefore, the revenue of SPl
s is γ3′

j

′
and which can be

obtained by
γ3′

j

′
< υ[(ρl

′

s )
o − (ρls)

o]. (51)

This shows that SPl
s will refuse the cooperation request from

SPl
k and SPl

k dose not need to send any request to SPs with
weight of edge lower than SPl

q .

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed scheme through simulations. The parameters setting is
described, and the numerical results are as follows.

We consider 4 SPs and 4 data centers in the GMCC network
model. The capability of each data centers is the same, and
shared by each SP equally. We suppose the applications from
users is random from three sets of applications (Table I).
The resource in this table are transformed into the units of
each kind of resource (e.g., one unit of CPU means 4000
MIPS, one unit of memory means 4000 MB). We adopt this
approach to make calculation more simple and clear according
to paper [32], [33]. The capability of cloud resource is includ-
ed the CPU resource (maxCl

k=4800), the memory resource
(maxMl

k=4040) and the bandwidth resource (maxBl
k=3560).

The ratio of three kinds of resource are evaluated by the cost,
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TABLE I: Load data in 13 regions

Application
index

CPU Memory Bandwidth
resource resource resource

1 3 3 2
2 2 2 2
3 2 1 1
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Fig. 5: The trip statistics during one day

c = 0.5, a = 0.4, b = 0.1. The unit price for revenue is
Pr = 6 and for running application is Cope = 3. Constant
for energy payment is κ = 0.01. The unit cost for wired
transmission is Cbdw = 0.08. We set constants Ω = 3 and
µ = 0.5 respectively.

We focus on the mobile services in vehicles which ap-
plications will be used through out the trip. Therefore, the
number and frequency of applications can be obtained from
the statistics of vehicle migration. We adopt the real traces
of vehicles from CRAWDAD [34]. This trace was recorded
from 536 urban taxi cabs in San Francisco in a month. We
use the duration of taking passengers as the time window of
using mobile cloud applications. Fig. 5 shows the number of
trips during a day. The time from 5 a.m. to 10 a.m. is the
most busy time during one day. Our simulation is based on
the statistics during this period. Furthermore, the parameters of
live migration are referred to [27]. Therefore, we have memory
transmission rate rtra = 350 MB/s and memory dirtying rate
rmem = 450 MB/s. The threshold value of the remaining
dirty memory Mthd is 0.9;

1) Coalition strategy performance: Fig. 6 shows the average
utilization of each SP. In Fig. 6 (a), the blue bars represent
the average utility of all SPs which work without coalition
to share resource in the whole observation duration. SPs can
only occupy its own resource to run applications. The red
bars denote the average utility of SPs who agree resource
sharing with admitted SPs and can form the coalition to run
applications. We may notice that most SPs can improve their
utilization through cooperation by renting or leasing resource.
However, the utilization of SP2 is slightly decreased. The
reason is that cooperation can remove the burden from SP with
a high level of utilization to the SPs with lower utilization.
As the result, SP2 can reserve a part of resource to new
applications and achieve high QoS.

In Fig. 6 (b), we conduct the simulation on the case of SP
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(a) The average utility of SPs with same capability.
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(b) The average utility of SPs with different capability.

Fig. 6: The average utility of each SP.

has different capability. All the simulation condition are not
changed except that the capability of SPs from 7 to 12 are
reduced by half. The simulation shows us that the proposed
approach will still work with satisfying performance in the
case of heterogeneous data centers.

The advantage of employing network structure is that it
can direct the coalition formation progress and make the
unbalanced network toward an balanced one. Heterogeneity
index is proposed to evaluate coalition strategy performance.
The main result of coalition game is balance the work load of
SPs. It makes the SPs with low resource utilization that can
leasing resource to other SPs which need more resource to
running applications. As the result, the utilization of SPs will
come to balance. We employ heterogeneity index to evaluate
the balance of SP resource utilization of local resource sharing
and remote resource sharing. Heterogeneity index of SP is
based on Lorenz curve and Gini coefficient which is using to
describe income inequality in microeconomics [35]. Here, we
employ the heterogeneity index H to evaluate the unbalance
degree of utility among local SPs and remote SPs respectively.

H =

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

|ρi − ρj |

2N2ρ̄
, (52)
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(a) The accepted application for SPs
with same capability.
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(b) The accepted application for SPs
with different capability.

Fig. 7: The total number of accepted application (penalty
index υ = 220000).
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Fig. 8: The profit of each PS (penalty index υ = 10000).

ρ̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

ρi. (53)

Here, ρ̄ is the average value of utilization from the set of
SPs with the same properties, such as, in the same region
or belonging to the same SP. N is the number of SPs. For
example, the heterogeneity index of region 1 can be calculated
by the utilizations from SP1

2, SP1
1 and SP1

3. Thus, N = 3.
Whereas, if we want to evaluate the heterogeneity index of
SP1 in all regions, SPs includes SP1

1, SP2
1, SP3

1and SP4
1,

N = 4. We make a comparison between the non-cooperation
case and coalition case. The average heterogeneity index of
four regions decreases from 0.100 to 0.079. The average
heterogeneity index of 4 distributed SPs changes from 0.333
to 0.093. The results reveal that the coalition in the GMCC
network can both improve the utilization and balance the
workload in network.

2) Profit from Coalition: The ratio of accepted applications
is an important QoS parameter. From Fig.7 (a), SP1 only has
60.90% applications being accepted and 39.10% applications
being refused. Thus, QoS is 60.90% which is evaluated by (1).
If SP1 working in the coalition case, QoS will be increased
to 99.30%, which is immensely improved. However, QoS of
other three SPs remain unchanged since they have sufficient
resource to provide service to users. Fig.7 (b), shows the profit
comparison when SPs has different capability. The QoS of SP1

in coalition case is 98.47%. The slight decrease of QoS is due
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(a) Coalition performance in the case of SPs with same capability.
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(b) Coalition performance in in the case of SPs with different
capability.

Fig. 9: The performance of coalition.

to the capability of SP from S7 to S12 cut in half. It lead to
the total number of coalition decreased.

Fig. 8 shows the profit of PSs in the penalty index υ =
10000. The blue bars represent the profit of each SP which
works alone. The red bars show the profit in the condition
of coalition. Except SP1, the profit of other SPs increases
remarkablely. The profit of SP1 slightly decreasing is duo to
SP1 pays for resource renting to increase QoS. Therefore, SP2,
SP3, andSP4 obtain more opportunities for using resource
and getting payment from cooperators. The total profit in the
coalition situation increases 114% by comparing with non-
cooperation scheme. It can be concluded that the coalition
approach can increase the total profit of SPs.

3) Performance of remote coalition and local coalition: The
number of remote coalition and local coalition varies every
time. In Fig. 9 (a), the average number of local coalition is
more than remote coalition. It is because the remote coalition
is decided by the next station of vehicles, which may be costly
for data transmission and limited by latency constraint. Fig.
9 (b) shows us that the average number of both coalition are
decreased. Because the capability of SP has great influence on
coalition.

4) Impact of penalty: The index of penalty υ has a great
impact on coalition formation. From (16) and (22), a large
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Fig. 10: The total profit and total number of dropped
applications on different penalty index υ

penalty index will make a system to be very sensitive to the
resource utilization. In this case, an SP will prefer to join
the coalition for resource sharing when it on the level of
high resource utilization. However, in order to allocate VM
to more applications, SP should pay for the renting resource
from other SPs and obtain less revenue from users. On the
contrary, a small penalty index will decrease probability of
coalition formation. Fig. 10 shows the impact of penalty index
υ on the GMCC network system. The blue line with circle
is the total profit of all SPs with different penalty index υ.
The total profit will decrease as υ increasing. As the number
of cooperation increased, the cost for data transmission and
migration will both increase. The green line with square rep-
resents the total number of dropped applications in the GMCC
network. The number of dropped applications decreases as
υ increases. However, at the end of green line, the number
of dropped applications increases as υ continues to scale
down. It is because SP with a large penalty will refuse to
accept applications, and operate on the low level of resource
utilization. Thus, revenue will continue to decrease.

In order to further explain this phenomenon, we choose
nodes from υ = 7600 to υ = 9800, as shown in Fig.11. As the
penalty index increases, the average number of local coalition
will increase, but the average number of remote coalition will
decrease. Therefore, the expanding number of migration will
reduce the profit of SPs.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a coalition game based model
for resource management and sharing among the GMCC
network. As the computing modules of mobile Internet appli-
cations can be offloaded to the powerful server in the cloud,
the cloud service providers conform with a virtual resource
network. It provides CPU, memory and bandwidth resource in
order to support the mobile Internet applications. The coalition
game in this GMCC network promotes resource cooperation
either among the local SPs or remote SPs. It is a win-win
strategy for SPs which can both improve the revenue by
increasing the utility of resource appropriately, and largely
enhance QoS by few cost for renting resource. Further, we
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Fig. 11: The average number of remote coalition and local
coalition in different penalty index

have introduced and applied an improved coalition approach
for which stability and uniqueness of result have been proved.
Simulation results indicate that our scheme enhances resource
utilization of SPs and improves QoS.
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